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Time Spent with Child.
1.
2.
3.

Within the past three years, have you devoted or spent time with any child at your
home?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please describe in
detail the time, including hours per day and days per week typically spent with each
such child, giving the name of each child.
If you have spent time with any child within the past three years at your home or place
where you have lived, please state:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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f.
4.
5.
6.

The location where any such time was spent with each such child,
Whether other persons were present at that time, giving their names and
addresses,
Whether such time spent with each such child was scheduled or arranged by
you,
Whether each such child was able to regularly rely on the time that would be
spent with you,
Describe the frequency that your employment schedule interfered with such
time with each such child,
Describe the frequency that your social schedule or activities interfered with
such time with each such child.

Please state whether, within the past three years, you engaged in or took part in any
activities with any child.
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please give the
name and address of each such child.
If, within the past three years, you engaged in activities with any child, please describe
each such activity engaged in, including the frequency and duration:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.

Having meals,
Doing homework,
Reading,
Watching television or movies,
Drawing,
Playing computer games,
Riding bicycles,
Doing chores,
Bathing or personal hygiene,
Dressing,
Playing board games, card games or doing puzzles,
Watching or attending sporting events,
Attending performances or concerts,
Coaching or performing on sports teams,
Practicing music lessons,
Going to religious services,
Getting ready for bed,
Getting up in the morning,
Other.

Interrogatories
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If, within the past three years, there were such activities engaged in with children in
response to the previous interrogatory, please state:
a.
b.
c.

The frequency of your involvement in these activities,
Whether you were the regular person to perform the activities listed in the
previous interrogatory with each such child,
If you were not the regular person performing any such activities, state the
name of such person who does regularly perform such activities and that
person's relationship to each such child.

Attendance at Child's School and Sports Activities.
1.
2.
3.

Have you, within the past five years, attended or been present at the child's school in
connection with any school or sports activities?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please describe the
nature and frequency of each such attendance or presence at the child's school.
If, within the past five years, you have attended or been present at any scheduled
meeting or function at the child's school, please state:
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a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
4.

5.

If, within the past five years, you have been in attendance or present at any
unscheduled meeting or function relating to the child's school or sports activities,
please describe your attendance or presence at any such unscheduled meeting or
function, indicating whether it was an emergency parent teacher meeting, a classroom
meeting, sports, or activity practice or rehearsal, or other.
If, within the past five years, you have attended any unscheduled meeting or function
relating to the child at such child's school, please state:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

6.
7.

A description of each meeting or function, indicating whether it was a
parent-teacher meeting, a parent family night, a fundraiser, a Parent-Teacher
Association meeting, a school board meeting, a performance or concert or
other,
The nature and frequency of each such meeting or function,
The reason or purpose for each such meeting or function,
The date or dates on which each such meeting or function was held,
Your involvement in any such meeting or function,
Your involvement in any transportation to any such meeting or function.

The frequency of your attendance or presence at any such meeting or function,
The reason that you attended or were present,
The dates of each such meeting or function,
Your personal involvement in any such meeting or function,
Your personal involvement in any transportation to any such meeting or
function.

Within the past five years, have you attended or been present at the child's social
activities?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please describe in
detail your attendance or presence or involvement in any such child's social activities
involving:

Interrogatories
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
8.

11.
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Birthday parties,
Confirmation or bar mitzvah activities,
"Sleep-overs" or slumber parties,
"Eat-overs" or camp-outs,
Dance recitals, music recitals, concerts or performances, scouting or other
similar functions,
Other.

The frequency of each such social activity,
Each date when any such social activity was held,
Your personal involvement in such activity,
Your personal involvement in any transportation involving such activity.

Within the past five years, have you been in attendance, present or been involved with
the child's sports activities?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please describe any
such sport activity, including:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
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10.
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If, within the past five years, you have been in attendance or present at any of the
child's social activities, please state:
a.
b.
c.
d.

9.
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Soccer,
Football,
Baseball or softball,
Hockey,
Basketball,
Swimming,
Gymnastics,
Wrestling,
Track,
Cross-country,
Other.

If, within the past five years, you have been involved in any sports activity relating to
the child, please state:
a.
b.
c.
d.

The frequency of your involvement,
The date of each such involvement,
Your personal involvement in the activity,
Your personal involvement in transportation to or from such activity.

Child Abuse.
1.
2.

Within the past five years, has the child been subjected to or involved in any negative,
adverse or abusive behavior?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state as
follows:
a.

The name or names of any person involved in any such behavior,

Interrogatories
b.
c.
d.
3.
4.

c.

6.
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c.

8.

10.

12.

The names of any such person who became aware,
A description of all efforts by any such persons to confront the abusive party
and stop such behavior,
All results of any such efforts.

The name of each such person who was aware of any such behavior,
A description of each effort by any such person to confront the abusive party
and stop such behavior,
The results of any efforts of any such party.

The name of any party obtaining any such restraining order,
The name of each party benefiting from any such restraining order,
The name of any party against whom any such restraining order was obtained,
The date of any such order,
The court issuing any such order,
Whether any such restraining order was ever renewed,
Whether any such restraining order was ever violated.

Within the past five years, has anyone connected in any way with the police become
aware of any negative, adverse or abusive behavior by anyone toward the child?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state:
a.
b.
c.
d.

11.

All dates of each such behavior,
A description of the kind and type of each such behavior,
The location where each such behavior took place.

Within the past five years, has a restraining order ever been obtained by or against any
household member of yours as a result of any negative, adverse or abusive behavior
toward the child?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state as to
any such restraining order:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

9.
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Within the past five years, has any person outside your household become aware of
any negative, adverse or abusive behavior toward the child?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state as to
each such person and such behavior:
a.
b.

7.
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Within the past five years, has any household member of yours become aware of any
negative, adverse or abusive behavior toward the child?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state:
a.
b.

5.
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The name and address of the police department having any such knowledge,
The name and address of any police officer having any such knowledge,
A description of each action taken in connection with any such knowledge,
The date of any such action by any police officer.

Within the past five years, has any member of your household ever been arrested in
connection with any negative, adverse or abusive behavior toward the child?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state:

Interrogatories
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
13.
14.
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16.

c.
d.
e.
f.

18.
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The name of any such party arrested,
The name of any accusing person,
The name of any victim of any such behavior,
A description of the charge brought against any such arrested party,
The name of the court involved in any such arrest,
The resolution, if any, of any such arrest,
Any sentence served or fine paid in connection with any such arrest,
The terms of any probation in connection with any such arrest,
Identifying the name and address of any probation officer and any probation
violation.

The name and address of any social service worker,
The name and address of any social service agency involved,
A description of any action taken in connection with such awareness,
The date of any action taken in connection with such awareness,
The resolution, if any, of any such case,
The current status of any such case.

Within the past five years, has any individual or family household member voluntarily
received any treatment or attempted any counseling in connection with any negative,
adverse or abusive behavior toward the child?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state as to
any such voluntary treatment or counseling:
a.
b.

17.
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Within the past five years, has any social service worker become aware of any
negative, adverse or abusive behavior toward the child?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

15.
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The name of each attending party,
The name and address of each therapist, counselor, or person providing any
such treatment,
The name and address of any counseling program or substance abuse center,
All dates of any treatment or counseling,
A description of the kind and type of treatment or counseling received,
The results of any such treatment or counseling.

Within the past five years, has any individual or family household member of yours
involuntarily received any treatment or attempted any counseling in connection with
any negative, adverse or abusive behavior toward the child?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state as to
any such involuntary treatment or counseling:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

The name of each attending party,
The name and address of each therapist, counselor, or person providing any
such treatment,
The name and address of any counseling program or substance abuse center,
All dates of any treatment or counseling,
A description of the kind and type of treatment or counseling received,
The results of any such treatment or counseling.

Interrogatories
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Communications with Child.
1.
2.

Within the past three years, have there been communications by adults with the child?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please describe the
frequency, content and effectiveness of any communications between adults in your
household and the child in connection with:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

3.
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4.

Within the past three years has there been communication by and between other adults
in your household than yourself and the child?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please describe the
frequency, content and effectiveness of any such communication known to you
between other adult members of your household and the child:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

5.
6.

The child's personal accomplishments and problems,
Your personal accomplishments and problems,
Financial issues,
Sexual issues,
Health issues,
Job issues,
Household issues,
School issues,
The child's worries or fears,
Your worries or fears.

About the child's accomplishments and problems,
About any other adults' personal accomplishments or problems,
About any financial issues,
About any sexual issues,
About any health issues,
About any job or employment issues,
About any household issues,
About any school issues,
About any fears or anxieties of any such adults,
About any fears or anxieties of the child.

Within the past three years, to your knowledge, has there been any communication in
your household by and between other children of your household and the child?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please describe the
frequency, content and effectiveness of any communication by and between such other
children of the household and the child, in connection with the following matters:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

About such other children's accomplishments and problems,
About the child's personal accomplishments and problems,
About financial issues,
About sexual issues,
About health issues,
About job or employment issues,
About household issues,
About school issues,

Interrogatories
i.
j.
7.
8.

c.
d.
e.
f.
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g.

10.
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About fears and anxieties of any such other children,
About fears or anxieties of the child.

Within the past three years, have any problems or concerns relating to the child been
considered and resolved within the household?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state as to
any child's problems or concerns and their consideration or resolution within the
household:
a.
b.

9.
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A description of the nature and extent of any such problem or concern,
The names of the persons involved in considering and resolving any such
child's problem or concern,
The method of handling within the household of any such problem or concern,
Whether any one-on-one conversations involving the child and any other
person were used,
Whether any household meetings were held, giving details,
Whether the consideration or resolution of any such problem or concern was
made by one or more adult, identifying any such adult by name,
Whether there was a joint consideration and resolution of any such problem or
concern by the child and any adult, giving details.

During the past three years, has the child been involved in any entertaining within the
household?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state as to
any such home entertaining by the child:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.

A description of each kind and type of entertaining,
The frequency of any such entertaining,
The duration and length of any such entertaining,
The reason or purpose for any such entertaining,
The identity of those invited to any such entertaining,
The number of persons entertained at any such entertaining,
The identity of any household members present at any such entertaining,
The child's involvement and exposure to any such entertaining,
The kind and type of party activities, such as dancing, games, etc., involved in
any such entertaining,
The kind and type of music played or listened to during any such entertaining,
The kind and type of foods served for any such entertaining,
The kind and type of beverages served at any such entertaining,
The nature and extent of any drugs available at any such entertaining,
The nature and extent of any drugs used by anyone at any such entertaining,
giving details.

Extracurricular Activities.
1.
2.

Within the past three years, have you sent the child to any summer camp?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state as to
any such summer camp:

Interrogatories
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
3.
4.
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

6.
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The name and address of each such summer camp,
Whether the child went during the day or for overnight, giving the duration of
the stay at any such camp,
The reason why the child was sent to any such summer camp,
The benefits to the child from any such summer camp,
The successful aspects of the sending the child to any such camp,
The drawbacks or problems created by your sending the child to any such
summer camp.

Within the past three years, have you arranged for any after-school or weekend
educational activity for the child?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please describe in
detail as to any such arrangement:
a.

5.
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The nature and extent of each such after-school or weekend educational
activity arrangement,
The date of each such activity,
The frequency and duration of each such activity,
The purpose in making such arrangement for any such activity,
Whether you felt that the activities would be with acceptable children,
Describe the kind and type of children with whom the child would be involved
in any such activity.

Within the past three years, have you sent the child to any club, association or other
organized group activity?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state as to
any such club, association, or other organized group activity:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

The name and address of each such club, association, or other organized group
activity,
Whether the child went during the day or for overnight, giving the duration of
the stay at any such club, association, or other organized group activity,
The reason why the child was sent to any such club, association, or other
organized group activity,
The benefits to the child from any such club, association, or other organized
group activity,
The successful aspects of the sending the child to any club, association, or
other organized group activity,
The drawbacks or problems created by your sending the child to any such club,
association, or other organized group activity.

Involvement with Child's Education.
1.

Please state your current general attitude about the child's education, indicating as
follows:
a.
b.
c.

The number of years of education that you expect the child to complete,
The degree of importance that you place on the child's education,
The methods that you use to aid the child in learning.

Interrogatories
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What level of college education you completed,
Whether your family members typically complete college,
Importance of a college education on your life or business career.

What level of graduate school education you completed,
Whether your family members typically completed graduate school,
The importance of graduate school on your life or business career.

Please describe the methods that you would use to assist children in learning,
indicating particularly as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

8.
9.

Whether you completed technical or trade school,
Whether your family members typically completed technical or trade school,
The importance of technical or trade school education in your life or business
career.

Please give a description of your attitude about completing graduate school, indicating
as follows:
a.
b.
c.

7.

Whether you completed high school,
Whether your family members typically completed high school,
The importance of a high school education in your life or business career.

Please describe your attitude about children completing college, including:
a.
b.
c.

6.

What important matters you would convey to children about their education,
The method by which important matters would be conveyed to children,
Describe your attitude about children completing high school,
Describe your attitude about children completing technical or grade school,
Describe your attitude about children completing college,
Describe your attitude about children completing graduate school.

With regard to your attitude about children completing technical or trade school,
please state:
a.
b.
c.

5.
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With regard to your attitude about the completion of high school, please state:
a.
b.
c.

4.
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With regard to the degree of importance that you place on child's education, please
state:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

3.
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Helping with homework,
Providing tutoring,
Providing computers and use instruction,
Providing encyclopedias,
Other.

Have you been involved in the child's preschool education?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state:

Interrogatories
a.
b.
c.
10.
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Researching schools and programs,
Discussing schools and programs with other parents and children,
Reviewing schools' national or state or local accreditation.

The name and address of each school,
The name of each teacher,
The weight of the value of a public school system as a factor considered by you
in choosing where to live,
Your attitude about relocating to a better public school system,
Your attitude about private school and paying private school tuition for the
child,
Your degree of involvement in placing the child with certain teachers,
The methods used by you to assist or aid the child in learning,
The hours that you have spent assisting the child with school work.

Whether you attended private elementary or high school,
Whether your children do attend or will attend private schools.

If you have been involved in helping to select the child's school or course, please
describe your involvement, including the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

15.

The name and address of the preschool,
The name of each teacher,
The degree of involvement that you have had in selecting the child's preschool.

Please state your attitude about private schools for the child, indicating as follows:
a.
b.

14.
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Have you been involved in the child's elementary or high school?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state:
a.
b.
c.

13.
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If you have been involved in assisting to select the preschool for the child, please
describe your involvement, indicating as follows:
a.
b.
c.

11.
12.
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Researching schools and school systems,
Discussing schools and programs with other parents and children,
Reviewing schools' course offerings and programs,
Reviewing schools' national or state or local accreditation,
Other.

If you have been involved in aiding or assisting the child in learning, please describe in
detail your involvement, including the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Helping with homework,
Providing tutoring,
Providing computer and use instruction,
Providing encyclopedias,
Other.
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The percentage of cost or amount that you have paid,
The percentage of cost or amount that you are willing to pay,
A description of any savings plan that you have for the child's education,
How you plan to fund the child's college education,
The degree of your involvement in selecting the child's college or college
course.

Researching schools, faculties and programs,
Discussing schools and programs with other parents and students,
Reviewing the school's course offerings and programs,
Reviewing the school's national or state or local accreditation.

Have you been involved in the child's graduate school education?
If your answer to the preceding interrogatory is in the affirmative, please state:
a.
b.
c.

22.

The name and address of the college or university,
Your expectations regarding such child's college education,
Your attitude about paying for the child's college education.

If you have been involved in assisting or helping select the child's college or college
course, please describe such involvement in detail, including the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

20.
21.

On a daily or weekly basis,
On a regular or scheduled number of hours each day or week.

If you have been involved in paying the child's college education costs, please describe
such involvement in detail, including the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

19.
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If you have been involved in the child's college education, please describe such
involvement in detail, including:
a.
b.
c.

18.
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If you have been involved in assisting the child with school work, please state in detail
your involvement, including:
a.
b.

17.
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The name and address of each college or university, graduate school education,
Your expectations regarding the child's graduate school education,
Your attitude about paying for the child's graduate school education.

If you have been involved in paying for the child's graduate school education, please
state as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

The percentage of cost or amount that you have paid,
The percentage of cost or amount that you are willing to pay,
A description of any savings plan that you have for the child's graduate school
education,
How you plan to fund future costs of the child's graduate school education,
The degree of involvement that you have had in selecting graduate school
programs and courses.

Interrogatories
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If you have been involved in selecting the child's graduate school education, please
state in detail your involvement, including the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Curtis J. Romanowski

Rhonda P. Webber v. Ronald W. Webber

Researching schools, faculties, and programs,
Discussing schools and programs with other parents and students,
Reviewing schools' course offerings and programs,
Reviewing schools' national or state or local accreditation.

